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A Details of the RXTE data

extraction

This Appendix presents an extensive description of the data reduction pro-
cedures used in Chapter 5 in the X-ray spectral and timing analysis of atoll
sources.

A.1 PCA

The proportional counter array (PCA, Jahoda et al. 1996, 2006) onboard the
Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (Bradt et al. 1993; Swank 1999) consists of five
proportional counter units (PCUs) that cover the 2–60 keV energy range with
an excellent time resolution (1 µs) and moderate energy resolution (17 % at
6 keV). We used Standard 2 data for the spectral analysis, which has 16 s time
resolution and 129 energy channels covering the PCA energy bandpass. We
filtered out data taken when the spacecraft was pointing too close to the Earth
(elevation<10 deg) or too far from the source (offset>0.02 deg). We extracted
dead time corrected count rates in the following energy bands: 2.0–3.5 keV
(band A), 3.5–6.0 keV (band B), 6.0–9.7 keV (band C), 9.7–16.0 keV (band D).
The count rates in these precise bands were estimated by interpolating linearly
between the corresponding energy channels (given by pca e2c e05v03.fits). We
subtracted the background rates from each band using pcabackest (Version
3.6), the latest PCA background models and updated SAA passage history
files (http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xte/pca_news.html). Follow-
ing the recommended procedure, we use the faint source model when the
source count rate is lower than ∼40 c/s/PCU and the bright source model
otherwise. From the count rates in each band, we defined the colors and in-
tensity as: hard color=D/C, soft color=B/A, intensity=A+B+C+D. We then
normalized colors and intensity to the Crab values nearest in time (Kuulkers
et al. 1994) and in the same PCA gain epoch (e.g., van Straaten et al. 2003),
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and averaged them in each observation.
We extracted one 2–60 keV energy spectrum per observation from Stan-

dard 2 data, using only PCU2 as this has been the most active and best cali-
brated throughout the whole RXTE mission lifetime. Apart from the basic fil-
ters explained above we excluded data taken during 15 min after each SAA pas-
sage and corrected the on-source exposure time for dead time, following http:

//heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xte/recipes/pca_deadtime.html and us-
ing the standard VLE setting. We estimated the background spectrum with
pcabackest following the same steps explained above. PCA spectra with expo-
sure time lower than three minutes and observations with net 2–60 keV count
rate lower than 5 c/s/PCU were excluded from the spectral fitting. We created
response matrices using pcarsp (Version 10.1), added a 1% systematic error to
all channels and grouped them in order to have a minimum of 20 counts per
energy bin.

For the timing analysis we selected “event” or “single-bit” modes cover-
ing all channels below ∼101 with a time resolution of 122 µs or better. We
binned the data in time to obtain light curves with a uniform 122 µs time res-
olution (Nyquist frequency of 4096 Hz), without subtracting the background
contribution. We obtained Fourier transforms from consecutive (and generally
contiguous) 256 s long data segments, thereby reaching variability frequencies
down to ∼4 mHz. We averaged the resulting power spectra within each ob-
servation and subtracted the Poissonian noise using the Zhang et al. (1995)
formula. We also applied the prescription of Klein-Wolt (2004), shifting the
Poisson level to match the power above 2000 Hz where no source variability
is expected but only “counting statistics noise”. Finally, we normalized the
power spectra in the so-called “rms normalization” (van der Klis 1995b), using
the average background rate in the same energy band and time intervals used
for the timing analysis. In this normalization, the square root of the power
integrated over a certain frequency band gives the fractional rms amplitude of
the variability in the same frequency range.

A.2 HEXTE

The high energy X-ray timing experiment (HEXTE, Rothschild et al. 1998)
consists of eight scintillation detectors, sensitive to 15–250 keV photons with
an energy resolution of 15 % at 60 keV, grouped into two clusters of de-
tectors (clusters A and B). Each cluster can change its pointing position
or “rock” in mutually perpendicular directions, thereby providing measure-
ments of the background around the observed target. We extracted one 15–
250 keV spectrum per observation from the standard mode data of one of the
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clusters in HEXTE. As one of the four detectors in cluster B lost its spec-
tral capabilities in March 1996 (http://mamacass.ucsd.edu:8080/hexte/
status/hexte_status_960307.html) we use preferentially cluster A for our
analysis. However, cluster A was fixed in the on-source position in October
2006 due to rocking anomalies (http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xte/
whatsnew/big.html) and therefore we use only cluster B in the observations
taken thereafter, excluding the damaged detector. We checked that the clus-
ter is rocking regularly during the observation and excluded the observations
with variable rocking period from the HEXTE analysis. We verified that
there are no contaminating sources in the field of view of HEXTE near each of
the sources in our sample using the web tool HEXTErock (http://heasarc.
gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/HEXTErock/HEXTErock.pl). We separated
on-source and background data using hxtback and the corresponding rocking
period. We corrected both source and background spectra for deadtime using
hxtdead and added the spectra of all the segments within an observation with
sumpha. We excluded spectra with on-source exposure time lower than three
minutes from the spectral fitting. We created one response matrix for each
observation using hxtrsp. Finally, we binned the resulting source spectrum to
increase the signal to noise ratio with a factor 2 in channels 1–26 and a factor
3 in channels 27–64 (i.e. above ∼50 keV; see e.g. Wilms et al. 1999).

A.3 Tables

The atoll sources that form the sample studied in Chapter 5 are listed in Ta-
ble A.1, together with some of their properties. Table A.2 presents an overview
of the X-ray spectral and variability properties and broadband luminosities of
all the sources in their different accretion states.
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Table A.1: Atoll source sample and observations used in Chapter 5, together with a summary of the main source properties.
Name Total Used nH Distancea νspin Porb Mean burst P/Tb P.W.c

obs.d obs.e (1022cm−2) (kpc) (Hz) (hr.) rate (hr−1)f

4U 1608–522g 700 626 1.5[1] 3.3±0.5[2] 619[17] 12.9/12.0[15] 0.068 T [19]

Aql X-1h 448 409 0.5[3] 5.2±0.8[2] 549[17] 19.0[15] 0.22 T [20]

4U 1705–44i 175 170 1.5[11,12] 8.4±1.2[2] - - 0.28 Pj [21]

4U 1636–536k 686 665 0.3[4,5] 6.0±0.5[14] 582[17] 3.8[15] 0.12 P [22]

4U 0614+09l 264 246 0.4[7] 3.2±0.4[8] 415[18] 0.9[16] * P [23]
4U 1728–34m 366 356 3[6] 5.3±0.8[2] 363[17] - 0.20 P [24]
4U 1820–303n 207 203 0.15[4,9] 7.6±0.4[10] - 0.19[15] 0.015 P [25]
4U 1735–44o 135 129 0.3[4,11,12] 9.4±1.4[2] - 4.7[15] 0.087 P [26]

GX 3+1p 103 101 1.7[11] 4.5±1[13] - - 0.013 P [27]

a
The typical fractional error on the distance derived from photospheric expansion type I X-ray bursts is 15%. For three systems in our sample considerably larger or

smaller values of the distance uncertainty have been reported: ∼20% in GX 3+1 (one single burst used in the distance estimate); ∼10% in 4U 1636–536 (bimodal distribution
of photospheric radius expansion burst peak flux and considerations on the composition) and ∼5% in 4U1820–303 (globular cluster source). See details in [10],[13],[14].

b
Persistent/Transient source

c
Representative previous work on spectral/timing states based on RXTE.

d
Excluding observations with missing data, slews or scans. The proposal and target numbers are listed below.

e
After applying standard filters (see App. A) and excluding quiescent observations in the transient systems.

f
Average type I X-ray burst rate measured by Galloway et al. (2008b) from all RXTE observations until June 2007.

g
10072-05,10093-01,10094-01,30062-01,30062-02,30062-03,30188-01,30419-01,30502-01,40437-01,50052-01,50052-02,50052-04,50052-05,60052-02,60052-03,70058-

01,70059-01,70059-03,70069-01,80406-01,90408-01,91405-01,92401-01,93408-01.
h
20091-01,20092-01,20098-03,30072-01,30073-01,30073-02,30073-03,30073-04,30073-05,30188-03,40033-10,40047-01,40047-02,40047-03,40048-01,40049-01,40432-

01,50049-01,50049-02,50049-03,60054-02,60429-01,70069-03,70426-01,80403-01,90017-01,90017-11,90403-01,91028-01,91414-01,92034-01,92438-01,93405-01.
i
20073-04,20074-02,20161-01,40034-01,40051-03,70038-01,70038-03,70038-04,90170-01,91039-01,93060-01.

j
Similarities with transient systems, see Sec. 5.3.2.

k
10072-03,10088-01,30053-02,30056-03,40028-01,40030-03,40031-01,50030-02,60032-01,60032-05,70034-01,70036-01,80425-01,90409-01,91024-01,91152-05,92023-

01,92023-02,93406-15.
l
10072-02,10095-01,20428-01,30053-01,40429-01,50412-01,60424-01,80037-01,80414-01,90422-01,91425-01,92411-01,93404-01.

m
10073-01,10410-01,20083-01,30042-03,40019-03,40027-06,40027-08,40033-06,50023-01,50029-23,50030-03,60029-02,70028-01,90406-01,91023-01,92023-03.

n
10074-01,10075-01,10076-01,20075-01,30053-03,30057-01,40017-01,40019-02,60030-01,70030-03,70031-05,80105-07,90027-01,91152-04,91435-01,92030-02.

o
10068-06,10072-07,20084-01,30056-02,40030-02,40031-02,40033-07,50025-02,50026-01,50029-34,60042-01,70036-03,91025-01,91152-06,93406-16.

p
10069-03,30042-04,30048-01,40023-01,40425-01,60022-01,70065-02,80105-03,90022-05.

p
Refs. [1]: Penninx et al. (1989); [2]: Jonker & Nelemans (2004, and references therein); [3]: Church & Balucińska-Church (2001); [4]: Dickey & Lockman (1990); [5]:

Fiocchi et al. (2006); [6]: Di Salvo et al. (2000); [7]: Juett et al. (2001); [8]: Kuulkers & et al. (2009); [9]: Sidoli et al. (2001); [10]: Kuulkers et al. (2003); [11]: Christian
& Swank (1997); [12]: Schulz (1999); [13]: Kuulkers & van der Klis (2000); [14]: Galloway et al. (2006); [15]: Liu et al. (2007, and references therein); [16]: Shahbaz et al.
(2008, temptative); [17]: Galloway et al. (2008b, and references therein); [18]: Strohmayer et al. (2008a, to be confirmed); [19]: van Straaten et al. (2003); [20]: Reig et al.
(2004); [21]: Olive et al. (2003); [22]: Altamirano et al. (2008c); [23]: van Straaten et al. (2000); [24]: Di Salvo et al. (2001); [25]: Zhang et al. (1998b);[26]: Wijnands et al.
(1998); [27]: Reerink (2005).
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Table A.2: Summary of X-ray spectral and variability properties and broadband luminosities of atoll sources in their different
accretion states.

Source Softa Hardb Int.c Breaksd Upperse VLFNf νb (Hz)g νu (Hz)h Li Lint
j Lav

k rmsl

(% LEdd) (% LEdd) (% LEdd) (%)
4U 1608–522 45% 40% 15% 226 44(21) 156 0.1–25 460–1176 0.001–20 0.5–1.4 4.0 110
Aql X-1 42% 40% 18% 148 1(1) 127 0.1–21 953 0.001–30 1–5 6.5 115
4U 1705–44 35% 38% 26% 54 - 29 0.2–14 - 1–40 5–14 12.0 77
4U 1636–536 65% - 35% 136 90(37) 242 0.8–42 473–1244 2–20 ∼4 6.3 46
4U 0614+09 7% 2% 91% 191 90(35) 9 0.3–38 459–1216 0.4–2 ∼0.8 0.8 18
4U 1728–34 15% 3% 82% 249 144(48) 40 0.6–50 430–1207 3–20 4–10 7.9 32
4U 1820–303 86% 1% 13% 12 63(62) 149 1.1–33 467–1160 10–50 11 23.6 32
4U 1735–44 97% - 3% 7 26(26) 85 14–38 995–1218 12–50 - 28.1 22
GX 3+1 100% - - - - 84 - - 5–15 - 10.3 20

aFractional number of observations in which the source was in the soft state.
bSame as previous column, for the hard state.
cSame as previous column, for the intermediate state.
dNumber of observations where we detect flat-top noise and measure its break frequency.
eNumber of observations where we detect the upper kHz QPO and measure its frequency. We indicate between parenthesis the number

of twin kHz QPO detections (Sec. 5.2.3).
fNumber of observations where we detect VLFN and measure its slope.
gRange of measured break frequencies.
hRange of measured upper kHz QPO frequencies.
iLuminosity range. Lower limit in transient systems corresponds to approximate quiescent luminosity.
jRange in intermediate state luminosity.
kAverage luminosity, including all observations.
lFractional rms amplitude of the 2–200 keV luminosity long term variability. Calculated from the record of observation-averaged

fluxes, spanning more than ten years.
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